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Protocols and Software for Simplified Educational Video  
Capture and Editing

Mohamed Chafik BAKKAY ·Matthieu PIZENBERG ·Axel CARLIER · Eithne  
BALAVOINE  ·  Géraldine  MORIN  ·  Vincent  CHARVILLAT

Abstract Recently, educational videos have become
important parts of e-learning systems which have in
turn become widely used due to their flexibility. These

videos should be of high quality since higher production
values lead to superior learning outcomes. However, cre-
ating high quality video is a difficult task for teachers
since it needs technical knowledge that includes video
recording and timeline usage. Hence, creating educa-
tional video production software, that is at the same
time easy-to-use and able to produce high quality ed-

ucational videos, is very advantageous. In this paper,
we developed protocols for an easy-to-use piece of soft-
ware that enables teachers that have little technological
background to produce their own educational videos au-
tonomously. In fact, our contribution is to reduce the
complexity of the whole video production process by in-
troducing a preparation step based on micro-teaching
and upstream specification. An evaluation of the soft-

ware with six teachers is performed. This evaluation,
based on think-aloud protocol and quantitative mea-

surements, showed that the introduction of the prepa-
ration step allowed the participant teachers to produce
high quality educational videos in less than three hours.

Keywords MOOC · Educational Videos · Educational

Specification Standards · Video Acquisition · Video
Acquisition · Video Editing

1 Introduction

Over the past few years, a real revolution in e-learning

has been happening. It consists in moving lots of con-

tent and learning materials online in the form of Mas-
sive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) (Li et al. 2018).

University of Toulouse, IRIT, France

One thing that these systems have in common is their
focus on delivering content to the learner through edu-
cational video sequences. These videos should be attrac-

tive and illustrative for students since higher production
values lead to superior learning outcomes. However,
there was consensus that the video production step is
the most expensive component of creating a MOOC, in
terms of both time and money (Hansch et al. 2015).
Indeed, it is a challenging task for teachers because
it needs technical knowledge (video recording, timeline

usage...). In fact, there are three educational video pro-
duction gaps for a teacher. First, there is the genera-
tional skills gap consisting in a digital fluency which is

divided between students and the post-secondary edu-
cation faculty. There is also a technological skills gap
between the digital skills that educators currently pos-
sess and those they should possess. Finally, there is a
gap which consists in the existence of a range of digi-
tal skill levels between all faculty members, known as
skills.
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Fig. 1 An example of educational video produced by the
proposed software including video-in-video effect.



In fact, the aim of the proposed software is to bridge
the above mentioned gaps by simplifying educational

video production for teachers (acquisition and editing
steps). Our contribution is to introduce a preparation

step at the beginning of the video production process.

This step brings teachers into their comfort zone, which
is the learning environment where they can decompose
and organize their lessons. Indeed, this preparation al-

lows teachers that are not familiarized with new tech-
nologies to be guided during the acquisition and editing

steps and then to be able to create autonomously their
own high quality educational videos.

In this paper, we developed software that simplify
educational video production in a mini-studio while pro-

ducing high quality videos. In fact, the proposed soft-
ware contains three stages. The first stage consists in a

preparation step which enables the acquisition of short

periods chunks (micro-lessons). This allows to teach

content in a most efficient and effective manner possible
and to simplify video design, production and update.
This step is based on upstream specification for educa-

tional video case (green screen acquisition, prompter,
video resources, structuring, editing...). The second stage

consists of a guided acquisition on a technical environ-

ment (a green screen mini-studio). During the acquisi-
tion, the teacher, standing in front of the camera, can

view her/his comments and annotated resources dis-

played on a screen. The third stage contains the final

video edition step. It is made up of an online web ser-
vice that has a reduced set of interactive tools using a
simplified timeline. A result can be seen in Fig. 1.

The remaining part of this paper is structured as
follows: Section 2 is devoted to a brief synthesis of the
most relevant works on video production systems. In
Section 3, we are going to present the proposed system.
An evaluation of the proposed solution is presented in

Section 4 in order to demonstrate its effectiveness. Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper and presents some directions

for future works.

2 Related work

The video production process consists of three phases:
planning (pre-production), capture (production) and

processing (post-production). It depends on its interac-

tion with users (it can be automatic, semi-automatic, or

manual) and its processing time. In this section, we first
talk about professional software, their limits and why

they should be simplified. Then, we describe how some

complexities are reduced by simplifying the software
used in both the capture and editing steps. Then, we
talk about video production software that are adapted

for educational purpose.

2.1 Professional video production software

There are many video editing systems that provide the
user with full control over the editing process such as
Adobe Premiere (Adobe 2018), Speed Razor (In-Sync

2003) and iMovie (Apple 2018). These professional soft-

ware offer users a manual video editing tool while in-
cluding many effects. They allow the creation of high-

quality videos. However, they are expensive and com-

plicated to use especially for novices and they need
technical knowledge and expertise. In fact, they are
based on sophisticated timeline usage which needs spe-

cial training for a non-professional user. Indeed, they
use a frame-based video editing which is very time-

intensive since users will operate at a very low level of

detail. They are typically targeted at professionals users
and require extensive training, planning and human co-
ordination. For example, when using professional soft-
ware tool such as OpenShot (Thomas et al. 2018) to

make a video such as shown in Fig. 1, the user has
many tasks to do. In fact, she/he needs to place, in
order, all recorded videos, images slides, additional re-

sources and the background inside the timeline (Fig. 2).
She/he needs also to rescale image slides and additional
resources and chooses their coordinates in the screen.

Then, she/he needs to choose the chroma key color
with a sophisticated configuration of lighting parame-

ters in order to avoid artifacts on foreground and back-
ground, etc. These tasks make editing video a difficult,

tedious, and error-prone activity for a non-professional
user. That is why this type of software should be sim-
plified to allow a novice user such as a teacher to create

her/his own educational videos by herself/himself.

2.2 Simplified video production software

Contrary to professional software, simplified software
are automatic, easy-to-use and real-time. However, they

generally produce low quality videos that are not at-
tractive and illustrative for students. In these software,
the simplification could be integrated in different ways.
It can be in the acquisition step or in the editing step.

2.2.1 Simplifying video acquisition step

Some works (Uehara et al. 2004; Kumano et al. 2006)
proposed an online training-oriented video shooting nav-
igation system to train users how to shoot nice shots for

later editing work. (Winkler et al. 2012) presented a so-
lution that uses a depth camera for automatic camera
control for tracking a presenter during a talk. (Wulff

and Fecke 2012) developed a cost-effective solution for
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Fig. 2 An example of OpenShot project.

automatic camera control for lecture recordings. (Hu-
lens et al. 2014) proposed an even more advanced sys-
tem that tracks the lecturer while taking cinemato-

graphic rules into account. Some software such as Cam-

studio (Nickthegeek et al. 2013) record all screen and
audio activity on the computer and combine them with
web camera stream to create video tutorials for school

or college class.

2.2.2 Simplifying video editing step

Some software simplified the editing step. For example,

(Shrestha et al. 2010; Bano and Cavallaro 2015) auto-
matically combined the most desirable segments from

different recordings resulting in a single video stream.

(Casares et al. 2002) used metadata to make digital

video editing more accessible to novices. (Lu et al. 2013)
simplified the timeline. In fact, they presented a video
editing technique based on changing the timelines of in-

dividual objects in video in order to leave them in their
original places while putting them at different times.
LACES (Freeman et al. 2014) is a tablet-based system

enabling simple video editing by simplifying interaction
with users.

2.3 Educational video production software

To produce educational videos, both acquisition and
editing steps should be adapted for pedagogic content (Savov

et al. 2019). Thus, lesson slides, prompter and some ad-
ditional resources can be included. Indeed, teachers can
view, comment on and annotate resources displayed on
a screen. Some software focused on the simplification of
the acquisition step. For example, T-Cube (Volker et al.
2003) is an easy-to-use multimedia authoring system
designed for eLearning. In this software, video, audio

and screenshot, are recorded and encoded in the class-
room and simultaneously published on the Internet.

(Tabuenca et al. 2014) presented a mobile authoring

tool for open educational resources to foster universal
access to educational resources. (Chen et al. 2015) pre-
sented a lecture recording system that employs gestures
and digital cameras to facilitate remote-distance teach-

ing. The lecturer can control the pan-tilt-zoom camera
(PTZ camera) to record the teaching process by the
gestures using Kinect. Computer vision algorithms, like

face tracking, are used to offer real-time feedback dur-
ing such directed actions. Some other methods, used
specification standards to simplify the editing step. In

fact, there are many specification standards for educa-
tional content (SCORM: Sharable Content Object Ref-

erence Model, NSL: Narrative Structure Language, ...).
These technical standards allow e-Learning platforms

to operate together. They allow also instructional de-

signers to distribute their content on a wide variety of e-
learning platforms without rewriting efforts. (Zsombori

et al. 2011) introduced an approach to the automatic
generation of video narratives from user generated con-
tent gathered in a shared repository using the stan-



dard NSL. (Sharda 2007) presented a methodology for
authoring Educational Multimedia content using story

telling as the underlying pedagogical technique. (Wang
and Hsu 2006) described a system, which follows the

standard SCORM, to separate e-material for use (as

teaching templates/learning objects) and to label the
material with use of semantic metadata for searching.
Finally, the advantage of these educational video pro-

duction software is that they are adapted for pedagog-
ical content and produce high quality videos. However,

they focus either on the simplification of the acquisition
step or the simplification of the editing step i.e. they
don’t simplify the whole video production process.

The research questions of this paper are: “How could

we simplify the whole process of educational video pro-
duction for teachers while producing high quality videos?”
(see also (Chew et al. 2018; Storme et al. 2016)) and
“Does the preparation step reduce the complexity of ed-
ucational video production process?” (see also (Zsom-
bori et al. 2011; Sharda 2007)). In fact, the idea of this
paper is to reduce the complexity of educational video
production by introducing an upstream specification
(preparation step) that will result in some constraints
related to the educational case (slides, additional video
resources, lesson structuring, ...). This preparation step

brings teachers into their comfort zone, which is the
learning environment where they can decompose and

organize their lessons. Indeed, it allows teachers that

are not familiarized with new technologies to be guided
during the whole video production process. Finally, it
allows the teacher to be able to create autonomously

their high quality educational videos.

3 Proposed Method

In this paper, we propose an educational video pro-
duction software that is semi-automatic, simplified and
cost-effective. In fact, the main idea of simplification
is to introduce a preparation step which is based on

micro-learning method (the modularization of learn-

ing) to simplify both acquisition and editing steps. This

micro-learning method takes place in short byte size
unit (micro-lessons) and aims to teach content in a most
efficient and effective manner possible. Thus, video con-

tent will be easy to design, produce and update in the
future. As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed software is

composed of three main parts:

– Preparation step: making effort here, thinking “mi-
cro” and design “granular”

– Video acquisition step: shooting video chunks au-

tonomously

– Video editing step: video editing as web-service us-

ing simplified timeline

3.1 Preparation Step

The teacher, helped possibly by an educational engi-
neer, designs a story, decomposes it in micro-lessons
and projects this decomposition on slides. For every
slide, she/he can add a text file that will be shown in

the prompter. For each group of slides, the teacher also

can add some resources (video, audio, image, text). In
the example of Fig. 4a, Teacher1 prepared a 5-6 minute

video clip broken down into 11 slides and 5 groups of

slides. She added video to the first group of slide. The

goal of the video chunk was to link the class content
to industry standard, in terms of geometric model. The
construction of this video chunk was to proceed in five

steps:

– Giving the context and illustrating the use of NURBS

standard in a industrial software: using additional
video

– Recalling the class content and competences of the

students: knowledge on polynomial and piecewise
polynomial models on one hand, homogeneous co-
ordinates on the other hand;

– Stating the requirements for using the industry stan-
dard, and point out its interest (modeling circular

shapes)
– Closing the gap between the class content and this

requirements: simply express the piecewise polyno-
mial models with homogeneous coordinates leads to
rational models, able to model circular shapes;

– Concluding (one slide) to encourage the students to
feel competent for the industry standard models.

After preparing micro-lessons, the user should pro-
vide to the software a yaml file (specification file) which

contains five main sections as described in Fig. 4b:

– Author section: contains user information (first name,

last name, role).

– Project section: contains the title of the video, the
slides attribute which represents the path to a pdf

file containing the slides to use, the date attribute

and the description attribute.

– Graphical charter section: provides information used
to giving a graphic identity to the video. The logo
attribute is the path of the image to use as a logo

in the graphic charter. The background attribute
stores the path of the image to use as a background
in the graphic charter instead of the green screen

background.
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Fig. 3 Flowchart of the proposed software.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Example of preparation step: (a) micro-lessons prepa-
ration and (b) structure of the specification file.

– Resource section: specifies the additional resources
to include in particular slides. The number repre-

sents the number of slide on which the resource is

included. The attribute represents the type of re-
source to be used (text or video).

– Groups section: specifies the group of slides organi-

zation of the presentation. The first number repre-

sents the number of the first slide of the group, and
the second number represents the last slide of the

group.

3.2 Video Acquisition Step

The proposed software allows a simple way acquisition

of video chunks, for teachers. Thus, many process are
automated.

3.2.1 Studio

The video is recorded in a green-screen studio. Thus,

the green color will be replaced with a chosen back-
ground through a chroma keying process. This allows

to add features to the video such as the logo of the

organization producing the video or some images rele-
vant to the video. As shown in Figure 5 (a) the studio
contains:

– User interface display

– Camera

– Spotlights

– Users controls

– Green background

3.2.2 Checkers

To avoid frustrating the user during acquisition, the
proposed software contains a group of checkers, each
one focusing on the audio, video, sources and lighting.

Thus, if something does not work with the material or
the files provided by the user, these checkers prevent

the user from recording:

– Resources checker : verifies the syntax of specifica-
tion file. It also verifies that the resources described

above are loaded in the correct format and are ready

for usage.



– Video checker : verifies if the camera is connected
to the computer and if the video stream is received

through the camera Software Development Kit.
– Audio checker : verifies if an audio stream is received.

This feature also allows the calibration of the mi-

crophone in order to avoid a saturated or too quiet
audio channel. When the check is started the pro-
gram starts recording the user, then playback what

have been recorded. Then, the system asks the user
if the sound is heard and satisfying.

– Lighting checker : verifies the lighting of the studio
room, in order to facilitate the substitution of green
screen with a chosen background. The camera takes
a picture of the user in front of the green screen,
then replace that background with a picture. The
result is displayed to the user which can improve

the lighting of the background by turning on or off

the different lights of the studio room.

3.2.3 Group of Slides Manager

The user is able to select the group of slides (described
in the specification file) that she/he wants to use for
her/his video before recording it. Those groups of slides

are displayed through a list with their page numbers
below. When a group of slides is selected, the software

allows the user to switch between the slides inside this
group, while recording the video.

3.2.4 Video Recorder

The video recorder adapts its user interface according
to the contents actually being used. It contains a slider

widget, a prompter widget, a recording widget and an
additional resource widget which are displayed accord-

ing to the specification file. The slider widget contains

buttons to navigate in the current group of slides. The
video recorder stores the time when the switching be-

tween slides event is happened in an events yaml file
that will be used later in the video editing process.
The prompter widget contains speed and zoom buttons.

The recording widget contains controls to start and stop
recording and replay. These events are also stored in the
events yaml file. After recording, the user can validate
her/his video chunk or she/he can record another one
and choose the best between the new and the last one.
The video recorder compresses the produced videos in
a lighter format for video editing purposes.

3.3 Video Editing Step

After recording video chunks, recorded video and gen-

erated events are used in the video editing step. In this

step, the user will choose her/his favorite compositing

for each video chunk using a simplified timeline. This

timeline allows the user to generate the final video while
previewing the result in real-time.

3.3.1 Editing Interface

The software provides a user-friendly editing interface
using Web development technologies. This interface is
organized as on the picture above (Fig. 6). The user

is able to select a group of slides using the menu on
the right. When she/he chooses the group of slide, the
corresponding slides are shown in the editing area. This

area contains a preview zone displaying the result of the

editing. It contains also a selection of buttons, allowing

the user to choose templates. Each template has one
particular color. When the user chooses a template for

a part of the video, this part appears in the timeline

with the color of the chosen template (see the time-
line in Fig. 6). The user is able to drag the cursor on

the timeline in order to change the current video time.

She/he can also click on the timeline areas to change
the template type. She/he have also the possibility to
drag and drop the timeline delimitation to adjust the

video editing. The “Validate” button allows the user
to signal that she/he has finished to edit the group of

slides. A “Validate all video” button is displayed when

all groups of slides have been confirmed. Clicking on this

button downloads the video editing file. The proposed
software provides also a template recommendation sys-
tem. In fact, for each selected template, the software

recommends the next template that is most suitable
(see the red lines in Fig. 6). This helps users to make

their videos more dynamic and more attractive for the

students.

3.3.2 Template Engine

The proposed system provides a template system to
simplify the video editing. The proposed system uses

EDL (Edit decision list) template files to generate video

editing files from the resources characteristics. These
files describes the position, the scale, the rotation, the

effects to apply (keying for most cases) and opacity of

each element. The video editing engine describes the
global video editing file using all the files provided by

the template engine. This description is done according
to the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format.

3.3.3 Live Preview

The proposed software provides a web video rendering

engine to display a real time preview of the video edit-



(a) (b)
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Fig. 5 Video acquisition: (a) green-screen studio (b) checkers interface, (c) group of slides manager interface and (d) recorder
interface.

Fig. 6 Editing interface.

ing. This video engine internally uses a timeline rep-
resentation of the editing step. In fact, it is able to

play gaplessly sequences of videos, to combine image

and video with a chroma key effect and to combine two

video into one (”picture in picture” effect). It also pro-
vide external control for the playback (playing, pausing,

muting, seeking at specified time).



3.3.4 The compositor

The compositor uses the files provided by the video
editing engine to generate the full resolution video. First,
the audio is generated by a Python script that uses
FFmpeg library. Then, the video is generated by a C++
program that uses OpenCV and Qt libraries to parse
EDL files. Finally, a shell script merges the generated

audio and video using FFmpeg library. In fact, the pro-

posed software is organized as a client-server applica-
tion: it processes the final video on the server side and

displays a low-resolution version of the compositing on

the client side.

4 Experimental Study

We conducted a user study to evaluate the impact of

the preparation step on the simplification of the whole
video production process, and the quality of the pro-

duced videos. Participants were asked to use the soft-

ware to perform preparation, acquisition and editing
steps. Our participants are six teachers (see Table 1)
of different ages and with different levels of familiarity
with new technology.

4.1 Procedure

The experiment had three parts: tutorial, experimen-
tal tasks, and post-experiment questionnaire. In the

first part, participants read the software tutorial. They
learned how to use the software. In the second part,
each participant performed the experimental tasks. At

the end, participants filled out a paper questionnaire

about the study in which they were asked about the sys-

tem in general, the preparation step, acquisition step,
the editing step and the tutorial.

During the experimental task, we used both quanti-

tative evaluation and think-aloud protocol. Think-aloud
protocol consists in asking participants to say whatever

comes into their minds as they complete the task. This

makes thought processes as explicit as possible and then
gives us an idea about the participant’s cognitive pro-
cesses.

4.2 Metrics for quantitative evaluation

In the preparation step, we measured:

– Preparation time: time needed to prepare the slides

and the specification.

In the video acquisition step, we measured:

– Acquisition time: time needed for the acquisition;

– User assistance: number of interventions of an as-

sistant when user faces a difficulty;
– Average of capture repetition number : number of

time the user repeat the capture when she/he makes
a mistake.

In the video editing step, we measured:

– Editing time: time needed for editing;

– User assistance: number of interventions of an as-
sistant when user faces a difficulty;

– Difficulty when using the timeline: number of clicks

on undo button when she/he makes a mistake;
– Difficulty when choosing templates: number of clicks

on template buttons divided by the number of se-
lected templates; As we mentioned in section 3, the
proposed software provides a template recommen-
dation system. Thus, this measurement gives an idea
whether the user chooses directly the recommended
templates or not.

– Template usefulness: number of selected templates
divided by number of available templates in the in-
terface. This measurement gives an idea whether the
templates available to the user are all useful or not.

4.3 Results and Analysis

– Think-aloud protocol : First, most users like the idea
of simplifying video production since they were used
to having problems with creating their own educa-
tional videos: they may spend all the day and the

final product was not very satisfying. They affirm
also that videos are generally produced by expensive

production companies in their universities. We find
that nearly all participants made a positive com-
ment about the software.

– Quantitative evaluation: We were very encouraged
by the fact that all of the study participants were

able to succeed in their acquisition and editing tasks,

especially given the brevity of the tutorial. In fact,
on average, experimental tasks took participants 137.16

minutes. As we can see in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, the
learning curves for acquisition and editing steps de-

crease rapidly and they are comparable to the learn-
ing curves of simplified software. (We note that the
size of chunks are close and vary between 1.1mn and

1.4mn; For example, for teacher1, the size of chunks
1 to 5 are respectively 1.10mn, 1.3mn, 1.40mn, 1.32mn
and 1.12mn). At the same time, the quality of the

produced videos is comparable to professional videos
(Fig. 1).



Table 1 Participant teachers.

Teacher1 Teacher2 Teacher3 Teacher4 Teacher5 Teacher6

Lesson topic 3D modeling Machine learning English Algebra Computer network Image processing

Age 46 48 49 52 48 61

Familiarity with new technology medium high low medium high low

Slides number 11 19 9 75 51 10

Groups of slides number 5 10 4 14 10 6

Prompter usage yes no no yes no yes

Additional resources yes yes no no no no

Table 2 Evaluation of the proposed software.

Participants Teacher1 Teacher2 Teacher3 Teacher4 Teacher5 Teacher6
Preparation

metrics
Preparation time 60min 75min 45min 120min 90min 125min

Acquisition time (mn) 22 34 19 47 39 31
Acquisition

metrics
User assistance 2 1 3 3 1 4

Average of capture repetition number 1.8 1.6 2 1.2 1.3 2

Editing time (mn) 16 19 11 26 21 23
User assistance 1 1 2 2 1 3

Video editing

metrics
Difficulty of using timeline 3 2 2 3 2 3

Difficulty of choosing templates 2 1.5 2.5 2 2.5 2.5
Templates usefulness 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.5

Total Video production time (mn) 98 128 75 193 150 179

(a) (b)

Fig. 7 Learning curves of all participants for (a) acquisition step and (b) editing step.

4.3.1 Preparation

– Think-aloud protocol : Users understand quickly the
structure of the specification file, they think that the
specification file was intuitive. They affirm also that
micro-learning aspect of this tool is definitely a plus

for any teacher for the organization of their lessons.
However, they imagine that maybe a web page and

a clearly defined set of slides and text options would
help the novices with the extended version of having
more degrees of freedom for experts.

– Quantitative evaluation: On average, preparation step
took participants 85.83 minutes (see Table 2). This

means that users spent more than one hour on prepar-
ing their lessons before starting the video produc-

tion. However, the time spent on preparation has an

important impact on reducing the time of acquisi-

tion and editing. In fact, this preparation reduces

the production time from one day on average to one
hour on average.

4.3.2 Acquisition

– Think-aloud protocol : Users find that checkers are
very useful and have practical ergonomics. They think

that the ergonomics of the group of slide selection
window and the record interface are practical. They

also think that the video production is very user

friendly. They affirm that recording micro-lessons
separately helps them to avoid errors. However, they

suggest to use a pointer to draw inside the slide.
They suggest also to use a clicker to change slides



instead of backspace because clicking on the back
visually interrupt and distract the user.

– Quantitative evaluation: On average, acquisition took
participants 32 minutes. The participants repeated

their recording at most twice (see Table 2). As we

can see in the table, the acquisition time, user as-
sistance and capture repetition number are low for
all participants.

4.3.3 Editing

– Think-aloud protocol : Users understood quickly the
interface. They note that templates are intuitive,
easy to understand and numerous enough. However,
some users suggest that it would be good to have the

ability to move slide transitions. They suggest also
to put the voice histogram to know when they can

crop the end of the video. Some users suggest the

use of a touch screen instead of the mouse.
– Quantitative evaluation: On average, preparation step

took participants 19.33 minutes. The user assistance,

difficulty of using timeline, difficulty of choosing tem-

plates scores are low for all participants. However,
the template usefulnesses varies according to the

user (Teacher 4 and 5 used only few templates).

Fig. 8 Evaluation of the video production with Apower-
soft (Apowersoft 2017).

4.4 Evaluation of the video production with
alternative tools

One year after creating her educational video with our

software, we called teacher1 to produce the same video

with an alternative tool Apowersoft (Apowersoft 2017)
for acquisition andMPEG-streamclip (Wondershare 2015)
for editing. These simplified video production software

are bought by our university which puts them at the

disposal of the teachers. First, we showed Teacher1 the
tutorials of Apowersoft and MPEG-streamclip. Then,

we asked her to produce two videos: with and without
using the preparation step.

4.4.1 Video acquisition without preparation

Teacher1 repeated capture several times. Then, she faced
difficulties to exploit the additional video resources in
order to make the video-in-video effect. Finally, she

asked for her preparation because it simplifies the cap-
ture and facilitates the exploitation of the additional
videos. Quantitatively, Teacher1 spent 65mn trying to

capture and she produced a video with low quality.

4.4.2 Video production with preparation

Thanks to the decomposition in chunk of the prepara-

tion step, Teacher1 found the possibility of exploitation

of the additional video (video-in-video effect). How-
ever, she still has synchronization problem between the

recording and additional video starting. She also asked

for the possibility of using the prompter. Finally, she

produced a video with low quality, but better than
the first one. Quantitatively, Teacher1 spend 28mn in

acquisition with Apowersoft. The learning curve de-
creases rapidly and is comparable to the learning curve
presented in Fig. 7a. She spent 35mn in editing with
MPEG-streamclip. The learning curve decreases less rapidly

than Apowersoft curve.

4.4.3 Comparison between our software and

alternative tools

Teacher1 affirmed that she preferred using our soft-

ware for the following reasons. First, although MPEG-

streamclip and Apowersoft were easy to use, they pro-
duced low quality videos and they didn’t offer a lot of

possibilities. Indeed, for acquisition, our software pro-

vides chroma keying, picture-in-picture effect and prompter.
However, Apowersoft provides only screen recorder fa-

cilities. For editing, our software provides multiple tem-
plate, template recommendation system and live pre-
view. However, MPEG-streamclip provides only sim-

ple timeline editor. Furthermore, the preparation step
of our software allowed her to simplify the acquisition
step. In fact, each chunk was recorded separately which
reduced the possibility of mistakes. Besides our software

allowed her to resolve synchronization problem between

the recording and additional video starting. Moreover,
the acquisition step of our software is more adapted for
educational content, and the editing step is simplified

using predefined templates. Finally, the quality of the



(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Videos produced by Teacher1 using (a) the proposed software and (b) Apowersoft.

video produced by our software was higher and com-

parable with professional video editing software (see
Fig. 9).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we developed an easy-to-use software that
enables teachers that have little technological background
to produce their high quality educational videos au-
tonomously. Our contribution is the introduction of a

preparation step that simplify the whole educational
video production process while producing high quality

videos. In fact, the preparation step bridges the gaps de-
scribed in Section I. First, it bridges generational skills
gap by bringing teachers into their comfort zone, which

is the learning environment where they can decompose
and organize their lessons. Indeed, this step bridges also

technological skills and inequality skills gaps since it

allows teachers that are not familiar with new tech-
nologies to be guided during the acquisition and edit-
ing steps and then to be able to create autonomously
their high quality educational videos. An evaluation

of the software with six teachers is performed. This
evaluation, based on think-aloud protocol and quan-
titative measurements, showed that the introduction

of the preparation step allowed the participant teach-
ers to produce their videos in less than three hours. It
shows also that the learning curves of the acquisition

and editing steps decrease rapidly, while the quality of

the produced videos is still higher and comparable with

the quality of professional video production software.
For future works, we will first improve each step of the

proposed software, using the feedback of the different

users. Second, we will propose an interactive web inter-
face that will help teachers to generate their prepara-

tion files. Finally, we will introduce augmented reality
techniques to assist users during the acquisition step.
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